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Abstract

Repetition is an important phenomenon in a variety of do-
mains, such as music, computer programs and architectural
drawings. A generative model for these domains should ac-
count for the possibility of repetition. We present repeated
observation models (ROMs), a framework for modeling se-
quences that explicitly allows for repetition. In a ROM, an
element is either generated by copying a previous element, or
by using a base model. We show how to build ROMs usingn-
grams and hidden Markov models as the base model. We also
describe an extension of ROMs in which entire subsequences
are repeated together. Results from a music modeling domain
show that ROMs can lead to dramatic improvement in predic-
tive ability.

Introduction
Repetition is an important phenomenon in many artifacts. It
is absolutely essential to music. Much of the art of com-
position is reusing material in different ways. Quite often,
the same rhythm will be repeated with different pitches. In
other cases pitch patterns will be repeated and transformed.
A good framework for modeling music will take these phe-
nomena into account.

Repetition also appears naturally in other domains. Con-
sider, for example, the task of modeling computer programs.
The same identifiers tend to be used again and again within
a function. Architectural drawings present another exam-
ple. The same window design might appear several times
within a room, and in many rooms in a building. Text may
also contain an element of repetition, with the same names
and keywords (such as “repetition”) appearing throughout a
document.

Existing probabilistic frameworks for modeling se-
quences of elements, such as hidden Markov models (RJ86),
do not take repetition into account. In this paper, we present
repeated observation models (ROMs), a probabilistic mod-
eling framework that explicitly allows for repetition. ROMs
are not a single model but rather an idea that can be ap-
plied to other frameworks in order to yield a new kind of
model. We present two instantiations of this idea: the repe-
tition n-gram and the repetition HMM. We also present ex-
perimental results from a music modeling domain showing
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the dramatic improvements in predictive power that can be
obtained through the use of ROMs.

In the basic ROMs, single elements are repeated one at
a time. A more realistic model would allow entire subse-
quences to be modeled as a whole. We develop an extension
of ROMs that allows for repetition of subsequences. Our ex-
perimental results show that this extension leads to further
improvements in predictive capability.

Repeated Observation Models
The basic idea of ROMs is simple. Given a generative model
G that generates elements of a sequence, we produce a new
generative modelG′ as follows:G′ generates elements one
by one. As elements are generated, a memory is maintained
of how many times each element has appeared. Each time a
new element is to be generated, with probabilityρ it is gener-
ated from memory, and with probability1−ρ it is generated
according to the base modelG. The parameterρ is called
thememory rateof the model.

There is one exception to the above generation process.
When the very first element of a sequence is to be gener-
ated, the memory is empty, so reusing an item from memory
is impossible. Therefore the first element of a sequence is
generated directly according toG.

Let Pm(ok | o1:k−1) denote the probability thatok will
be generated from a memory containingo1:k−1. This mem-
ory model is fixed in advance and not learned. There are a
number of ways to implementPm. The simplest approach
for generating an element at timek is to choose a time in-
dex uniformly from 1 tok − 1, and to produce the element
at that time index. Thus the probability that an element is
produced is proportional to the number of times the element
appears in the memory. An alternative model would hold
that more recent items are more likely to be reproduced than
items from the distant past. One way to capture this is with
a linear model. When generating elementok, the probability
that elementoj , wherej < k, will be chosen is proportional
to a + bj. Other alternatives such as an exponential model
can also be used.

An important issue, whatever memory model is chosen,
is its implementation. In a naive implementation, each time
we want to computePm(ok | o1:k−1) we will examine the
sequenceo1:k−1. If we computePm for all time points up to
timeS, whereS is the length of the sequence, we obtain an
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O(S2) algorithm. A better solution is to precomputePm for
all time points using dynamic programming, obtaining an
O(S) algorithm. This can be accomplished for the constant
memory model, in which all we need to know is the number
of times an element has appeared, not the exact points at
which it has appeared. It can also be accomplished easily
for the linear model, by storing the total weight associated
with each possible element as the sequence is traversed.

It is important to emphasize that the observed variables do
indeed need to be observed in a ROM. If the repeating vari-
ables are hidden, inference becomes extremely difficult and
approximation methods are needed, because one has to sum
over all possible values of the repeating elements. Therefore
in this paper we assume that the elements of the sequence
are always observed, hence the name “repeated observation
model”. Furthermore, we restrict ourselves to discrete ob-
servations. While one could imagine an approximate notion
of repetition for continuous elements, exact repetition would
be a very rare occurence. We now present two examples of
RMs.

Repetition n-grams

Figure 1: Dependency model for repetitionn-gram

We begin with repetitionn-grams. Figure 1 shows the
dependency model in the form of a Bayesian network. We
see that thek-th observationok depends on all the previous
k−1 observations, because of generation from memory. We
also introduce a variablezk, which is true ifok is generated
from memory, false if it is generated according to then-
gram probabilities. The probability thatzk is true isρ, the
memory rate of the model, for allk > 1.

In using ROMs, like other probabilistic sequence models,
we need a number of algorithms. The most basic algorithm
computes the probability of an observation sequenceo1:T .
Let Pn(ok | ok−n+1:k−1) denote then-gram probability of
ok given the previousn− 1 observations. Then fork > 1,

P (ok | o1:k−1) = ρPm(ok | o1:k−1)+
(1− ρ)Pn(ok | ok−1:k−n+1)

P (o1) is obtained from the unigram model. The prob-
ability of an observation sequence is simply the product∏T

k=1 P (ok | o1:k−1).
The next algorithm computes the most likely assignment

to hidden variables given an observation sequence. While
n-grams do not have hidden variables, repetitionn-grams
do, namely thezk. To find the most likely assignment to
thezk, we note from Figure 1 that thezk are conditionally
independent of each other given the observation sequence.
Therefore we can choose the most likely value of eachzk

independently. To start with,z1 is always false. Fork > 1,
we compute

P (zk = T, ok | o1:k−1) = ρPm(ok | o1:k−1),
P (zk = F, ok | o1:k−1) = (1− ρ)Pn(ok | ok−1:k−n+1)

and choose thezk that results in higher probability.
Finally, we need an algorithm to learn the values of the

parameters from data. In a repetitionn-gram the parameters
are the memory rateρ and then-gram parameters. A simple
version of expectation maximization (EM) (DLR77) will do
the trick. In the expectation step, we computepi

k = P (zi
k =

T | oi
1:S) for each time pointk in each training sequence

i. This is obtained simply by normalizing the results of the
above two equations. In the maximization step, we estimate
ρ to be the average over all time points> 1 in all sequences
of pi

k. Meanwhile, then-gram parameters are estimated
by counting as usual, except that then-gram ending withoi

k

only contributes a count of1− pi
k.

Repetition HMM

Figure 2: Dependency model for repetition HMM

The repetition HMM is a more powerful model, allowing
for a hidden state that varies over time. As in an ordinary
HMM, the generative model produces a Markov chain of
hidden states, where the initial state is determined by the
initial model P 1(h) and the transition probabilities are de-
termined by the transition modelP (h2 | h1). At each point
an observation is generated. With probabilityρ it is gener-
ated from memory, and with probability1−ρ it is generated
using the observation modelP (o | h). The Bayesian net-
work structure for the repetition HMM, shown in Figure 2,
appears quite dense. The hidden stateshk form a Markov
chain as in ordinary HMMs. Unlike ordinary HMMs, how-
ever, each observation depends not only on its hidden state
but also on the previous observations. The graph is thus
highly multiply connected. However, the graph hides a lot
of additional structure in the model in the form of context-
specific independence (CSI) (CBK96). CSI is a situation
in which two variables are independent of each other given
some values of a third variable and not others. In our case,
the context variables are thezk. If zk is true, thenok depends
only on the previous observations and not on its hidden state.
If zk is false,ok depends only on the hidden statehk. Thus
in no circumstances does an observation depend both on the
hidden state and its previous observations.

The first algorithm computes the probability of a se-
quence, and is analogous to the Forward-Backward algo-
rithm for HMMs (RJ86). We present the backward version
of the algorithm here. It is similar in principle, but requires
some modifications to the HMM algorithm. The algorithm
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computesfk(hk, zk) = P (ok:S | hk, zk, o1:k−1) at each
time step. Note that unlike the HMM algorithm, all previ-
ous observations are included as conditioning factors for the
future observations. This is because it is no longer the case
that future observations are independent of past ones given
the hidden state. The computation proceeds separately for
the caseszk = T andzk = F . Forzk = T ,

fk(hk, T ) = P (ok:S | hk, zk = T, o1:k−1)
=

P (ok | hk, zk = T, o1:k−1)P (ok+1:S | hk, zk = T, o1:k)
=

∑
hk+1,zk+1

 Pm(ok | o1:k−1)×
P (hk+1 | hk, zk = T, o1:k)×
P (zk+1 | hk, zk = T, hk+1, o1:k)×
P (ok+1:S | hk, zk = T, hk+1, zk+1, o1:k)


=

Pm(ok | o1:k−1)×∑
hk+1,zk+1

P (hk+1 | hk)P (zk+1)fk+1(hk+1, zk+1)

For the case wherezk = F , we get the similar result of

fk(hk, F ) = P (ok | hk)×∑
hk+1,zk+1

P (hk+1 | hk)P (zk+1)fk+1(hk+1, zk+1)

These expressions forf form the basis of a dynamic pro-
gramming algorithm. The interesting point to note is that
the second step of the derivation makes use of the CSI prop-
erties of the model. This results in two different possi-
ble terms at the front of the expression, each of them sim-
ple. The dynamic programming algorithm begins by set-
ting fS(hS , T ) = Pm(oS | o1:S−1), and fS(hS , F ) =
P (oS | hS). In looping backwards, care must be taken at
the first time step, in which an element cannot be selected
from memory, sof1(h1, T ) is undefined. Therefore we only
computef1(h1, F ) at the first time step. We can then return
P (o1:S) =

∑
h1

P 1(h1)f1(h1, F ).
We skip the algorithm for computing the most likely ex-

planation of an observation sequence, which uses similar
ideas to the previous algorithm. Instead we move on to the
algorithm for learning the parameters of a repetition HMM
from data. As for repetitionn-grams, this algorithm is a
variant of EM, and follows along similar lines to the Baum-
Welch algorithm. As always, the algorithm iterates between
an Expectation step, in which it computes the values of ex-
pected sufficient statistics, and a Maximization step in which
it reoptimizes the parameters of the model. The expected
statistics to be computed are as follows:

E[Nh] =
∑M

i=1

∑Si

k=1 P (hi
k = h | oi

1:Si)
E[Nh1h2 ] =

∑M
i=1

∑Si

k=2 P (hi
k−1 = h1, h

i
k = h2 | oi

1:Si)
E[NF

h ] =
∑M

i=1

∑Si

k=1 P (hi
k = h, zi

k = F | oi
1:Si)

E[NF
ho] =

∑M
i=1

∑Si

k=1 P (hi
k = h, oi

k = o, zi
k = F | oi

1:Si)
E[Nz] =

∑M
i=1

∑Si

k=2 P (zi
k = z | oi

1:Si)
E[N1

h ] =
∑M

i=1 P (hi
1 = h | oi

1:Si)

Note that instead of computing the number of times ob-
servationo appears in hidden stateh, we compute the num-
ber of times that it does so when the generation is not from

memory. It is only when the generation is not from memory
that we can learn from the coappearance ofh ando. Once
we have estimated these statistics, the maximization step is
as one would expect. The only thing to note is that when
computingρ, we only consider time points after the first, so
the denominator usesSi − 1:

P (h2 | h1) = E[Nh1h2 ]

E[Nh1 ] P (o | h) = E[NF
ho]

E[NF
h

]

P 1(h) = E[N1
h]

M ρ = E[NT ]∑M

i=1
(Si−1)

It remains to explain how to compute the expected suf-
ficient statistics. Here, like Baum-Welch, we use our ver-
sion of the backwards algorithm as a subroutine to compute
fk(hk, zk) for all time points, ending with the first. We can
then iterate forwards to compute the probabilities needed.
The iteration forwards computesP (hk | o1:S) at each time
step. The computation uses the fact that

P (hk−1, hk, zk | o1:S) =
1
Z

P (hk−1 | o1:S)P (hk | hk−1)
P (zk)fk(hk, zk)

whereZ is a normalizing factor. Once we have computed
the joint probability ofhk−1, hk andzk, using previously
computed terms, we can use marginalization to obtain the
probabilities we need for learning.

Repeating Subsequences
Up to this point, we have considered models of repetition
in which single elements are retrieved from memory and
reused, one at a time. An alternative model is to have sub-
sequences of elements retrieved from memory and reused in
their entirety. This may be a more realistic model for appli-
cations. In music, for example, it is quite natural to repeat
a four-measure unit, rather than repeat each individual mea-
sure separately.

In order to model repetition of subsequences, we intro-
duce two hidden variables.zk indicates the number of re-
maining elements of a subsequence to be copied at pointk.
In particular, ifzk is non-zero,ok is generated from mem-
ory, whereas ifzk is zero,ok is generated according to the
underlying model.wk indicates the position in the sequence
from whichok is derived, ifok is generated from memory.
For example, ifok is 2 andwk is 8,ok = o8 andok+1 = o9.
Whenzk = 0, wk is immaterial; by convention, it is set to 0.

The dynamic model ofz andw is simple. Ifzk > 1, then
deterministicallyzk+1 = zk − 1 andwk+1 = wk + 1. If on
the other handzk = 1 or 0, we must make a new decision at
time pointk+1 as to whetherok is generated from memory,
and if so, how long a subsequence is copied. This is achieved
by selectingzk+1 at random from a multinomial distribution
over 0 and possible subsequence lengths. The probability of
selecting a particularzk+1 will be denotedρ(zk+1), extend-
ing the notation from before. Ifzk+1 is non-zero,wk+1 is
drawn uniformly from the integers 1 tok.

An interesting point to note is that the sequence being re-
peated can overlap with the sequence being generated. For
example, ifzk+1 is chosen to be 2, whilewk+1 is k, then
the sequence of length 2 beginning atk is repeated begin-
ning at pointk + 1, with an overlap at pointk + 1. The net
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result in this situation is thatok+1 will be equal took, while
ok+2 will be equal took+1 and therefore also took. This
is a useful feature. Situations where the same small group
repeats itself several times in succession are quite common.
It is advantageous to model them with a single long repeti-
tion with high explanatory power, rather than with several
shorter repetitions.

Figure 3: Dependency model for subsequence HMM

We explain the technical details of subsequence repetition
models using HMMs as the underlying model. The Bayesian
network structure for this model is shown in Figure 3. As be-
fore, there is a good deal of structure that is not shown in the
figure.zk andwk act together as a multiplexer, so that when
they are known,ok either depends onhk or is equal to asin-
gle previous observation. Furthermore,wk+1 only depends
onwk whenzk > 1, in which casewk deterministically sets
wk+1, while zk deterministically setsZk+1. Meanwhile, if
zk is 0 or 1, we do not care which as far aswk+1 andzk+1

are concerned.
One approach to reasoning with this model is to cre-

ate a hidden state that consists ofhk, zk, wk. In a back-
ward pass, we would computef(hk, zk, wk) = P (ok:S |
hk, zk, wk). This would be computed by summing over
all possiblehk+1, zk+1, wk+1, using the probability of tran-
sitioning from hk, zk, wk to hk+1, zk+1, wk+1. A subse-
quent forward pass would proceed similarly, computing
P (hk, zk, wk | o1:S) at each point.

The problem with this approach is that in both the back-
ward and forward passes, the cost for each time step is
quadratic in the number of hidden states. If we letL de-
note the maximum allowed repetition length,H the number
of hidden states of the underlying HMM, andS the length
of the sequence, which determines the range ofwk, the total
cost over allS steps of the sequence isO(H2L2S3). Since
S is often quite large, this is unacceptable.

We address this issue using two optimizations. The first
is to notice thatf and P are quite sparse. In order for
f(hk, zk, wk) to be positive, whenzk > 0, it must be the
case thatowk

= ok. It must further be the case that there is
a subsequence of lengthzk beginning atwk that matches a
corresponding sequence beginning atk. We therefore pre-
compute, for each point in the sequence, all values ofzk and
wk that have these properties. These values are stored in a
setRk. Let B be the maximum number of values in any
Rk. It will usually be the case thatB is a lot smaller than
LS, and the inference will costO(H2B2S), which is much

better.
The second optimization comes from the observation that

we do not need to consider all possible transitions from
hk, zk, wk to hk+1, zk+1, wk+1, since many of them are im-
possible. In combination with the CSI noted above, this
leads to a more efficient computation in both the backward
and forward passes. We begin by breaking up the computa-
tion of f into cases, depending on the value ofzk.

fk(hk, 0, 0) = P (ok | hk)
∑

hk+1

∑
zk+1,wk+1∈Rk+1

P (hk+1 | hk)ρ(zk+1)P (wk+1 | zk+1)fk+1(hk+1, zk+1, wk+1)

HereP (wk+1 | zk+1) is 1/k if zk+1 > 0, otherwise it as-
signs probability 1 towk+1 = 0. Meanwhile, whenzk = 1,
andzk, wk ∈ Rk, we get the same expression, except that
we no longer needP (ok | hk):

fk(hk, 1, wk) =
∑

hk+1

∑
zk+1,wk+1∈Rk+1

P (hk+1 | hk)ρ(zk+1)P (wk+1 | zk+1)fk+1(hk+1, zk+1, wk+1)

Finally, whenzk > 1 andzk, wk ∈ Rk, we do not need
to sum overzk+1 andwk+1, and we do not need to include
ρ(zk+1) or P (wk+1 | zk+1) sincezk+1 andwk+1 are fully
determined. We get

fk(hk, zk, wk) =
∑
hk+1

P (hk+1 | hk)fk+1(hk+1, zk−1, wk+1)

Now we can unroll the computation offk into two separate
loops, each costingO(H2B).
Forallhk

total1 = 0
Forallhk+1

Forallzk+1, wk+1 ∈ Rk+1

total1+ = P (hk+1 | hk)ρ(zk+1)P (wk+1 | zk+1)
fk+1(hk+1, zk+1, wk+1)

f(hk, 0, 0) = P (ok | hk)∗ total1
Forall1, wk ∈ Rk

f(hk, 1, wk) = total1
Forallhk

Forallzk, wk ∈ Rk wherezk > 1
total2 = 0
Forallhk+1

total2+ = P (hk+1 | hk)fk+1(hk+1, zk − 1, wk + 1)
f(hk, zk, wk) = total2

Similar techniques can be applied to the forward pass,
to reduce the cost of computingP (Hk,Wk, Zk | o1:S) to
O(H2B) at each time point. Thus the total cost of infer-
ence isO(H2BS). It should be pointed out that despite
the optimizations, there is an extra factor ofB compared
to ordinary HMMs. Even thoughB is much smaller than
LS, it may still be reasonably large, making inference with
subsequence HMMs considerably slower than for ordinary
HMMs or repetition HMMs.

Results
The models and algorithms in this paper were tested on a
musical corpus. The corpus consisted of minuets and trios
from Mozart’s mature string quartets. Each piece was seg-
mented into measures, and the rhythm of the first violin part
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was recorded for each measure. Thus the time points were
measures, and the observations were the rhythm patterns of
each measure. The rhythm of a measure was represented as
a sequence of durations. Since the smallest rhythmic value
appearing in the corpus was a thirty-second note, durations
were represented as multiples of thirty-second note values.
For example, in a measure consisting of two quarter notes
followed by two eight notes, the observation was the se-
quence 8 8 4 4. There were twenty sequences in the corpus,
ranging in length from 25 to 93 measures.

Each of the experiments described here used twenty-fold
cross-validation. In each experiment the model was trained
on nineteen of the sequences, and the perplexity of the re-
maining sequence was measured. The perplexity of a se-
quence under a model is2p, wherep is the mean negative log
probability, according to the model, of each observation in
the sequence. Intuitively, the perplexity is the number of el-
ements from which each observation is chosen. A lower per-
plexity corresponds to better predictive power of the model.
In each of the following results, the geometric mean of the
perplexities for the twenty sequences is reported.

Figure 4: (a) N-gram results (b) HMM results

Figure 4(a) shows the results for the different kinds ofn-
gram. First, for the ordinaryn-gram, we see slight improve-
ment from unigrams to bigrams to trigrams. This indicates
that the preceding two observations are not particularly use-
ful elements for predicting the next observation. When we
turn to repetitionn-grams there is a dramatic improvement,
going from 19.84 for the trigram to 9 for the repetition un-
igram. However there is almost no improvement from the
repetition unigram to the repetition bigram and trigram. This
suggests that for ordinaryn-grams, all the structure captured
by bigrams and trigrams related to immediate repetition of
elements. Since this structure is already captured by the rep-
etition unigram, there is nothing left for the repetition bi-
gram and trigram to capture.

When we move on to subsequence repetition, there is an
improvement over the basic ROMs, from 9 to 7.62. How-
ever, the worst perplexity among the twenty runs for both
models was about the same. It appears that in this corpus,
modeling repeating subsequences is a useful idea, but it only
produces benefits in some sequences.

The results for HMMs, shown in Figure 4(b), are similar.
There is a dramatic improvement for the repetition HMM
over the ordinary HMM, and the performance of the sub-
sequence HMM is even better. While adding hidden states

helps the ordinary HMM, we find only a slight improvement
from increasing the number of hidden states for the repe-
tition HMM. This suggests, again, that the hidden state in
the ordinary HMM was being used to capture repetitions.
Despite the optimizations described in the previous section,
the subsequence repetition HMM took significantly longer
to run than the other methods, so a smaller number of experi-
ments were performed. Without the optimizations, however,
the method would have been completely infeasible.

Finally, we investigated whether the model by which el-
ements are retrieved from memory makes a difference. All
previous results used a model in which elements were se-
lected uniformly. We also tried models in which recent items
were more likely to be selected, using the linear model. The
results are almost exactly the same as for the uniform model.
This shows that, at least in this domain, there is no support
for the hypothesis that recent elements are more likely to be
repeated.

Related Work
ROMs bear a superficial resemblance to the Chinese Restau-
rant Process (CRP), recently applied to learning topic hier-
archies (BGJT03). The CRP models a process in which a
stream of diners arrives at a restaurant. When a new diner ar-
rives, with some probability she will be seated at an already
occupied table, otherwise she will sit at an unoccupied table.
The result of this process is a distribution over partitions of
integers.

There are a number of fundamental differences between
the CRP and ROMs. First, the CRP is not associated with
time series. Second, the CRP provides a static probability
distribution over partitions. It characterizes how entities are
likely to be clumped, but does not attempt to model the enti-
ties themselves and how they are generated. Third, the CRP
is a self-contained model, while the ROM is an idea that can
be attached to existing temporal models.

There have been many extensions to HMMs allowing el-
ements to depend on previous elements.. For example Hi-
erarchical HMMs (FST98) model domains with hierarchi-
cal structure and allow dependencies at multiple time scales.
Mixed-memory Markov models (SJ99) allow an observation
to depend on a number of previous observations. None of
the previous extensions of HMMs handle repetition in the
manner described in this paper.

Compression algorithms do take advantage of repeated el-
ements in the data. Sequitur (NMW97), for example, is an
algorithm that discovers hierarchical structure in sequences
by identifying repeated elements. However, compression al-
gorithms are designed to find structure in existing sequences.
ROMs, in contrast, are generative models that are able to
predict unseen sequences. They make it possible to exploit
repetition within the framework of temporal prediction mod-
els.

Several authors have applied temporal probabilistic mod-
els to problems in music. Cemgil and Kappen (CK03) and
Raphael (Rap02) have both applied graphical models to the
problems of tempo induction and rhythmic parsing. Vi-
itaniemi et al. (VKE03) have applied a simple probabilistic
model of pitch to automated transcription of music. Raphael
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and Stoddard (RS03) and Sheh and Ellis (SE03) recently
applied HMMs to harmonic analysis. Kapanci and Pfef-
fer (KP03) used HMMs modified to incorporate musical
knowledge to model musical rhythm. None of these authors
modeled reoccurence of elements, and all of these applica-
tions could benefit from ROMs.

Conclusion and Future Work
Repetition is an important feature of many domains. By
making it explicit, repeated observation models are able to
achieve greater accuracy when predicting the next element
of a sequence, in a domain with repetition. We have shown
how to incorporate repetition inton-grams and HMMs, and
demonstrated that the improvement in prediction can be dra-
matic. We have also described how to model repeating sub-
sequences, and shown how doing so can lead to further im-
provements.

Once we consider explicit models of repetition, a variety
of extensions come to mind. One possibility is a repetition
grammar. Here repetition would be possible at every level of
the hierarchy. Whenever we want to expand a non-terminal,
we might choose a subtree that has previously appeared for
that non-terminal. A repetition grammar would be useful,
for example, in modeling computer programs. Another pos-
sible extension is a two-dimensional repetition model. Here
one would define the memory at a point to be the subset of
the plane that is below and to the left of the point.

A deeper and more ambitious extension is to recognize
that in many cases elements are not repeated exactly, but
are varied and transformed. This extension would require a
probabilistic model of the transformation process. Once we
have integrated transformations into ROMs, we will be able
to perform a deep parsing of sequences such as melodies, to
determine not only their hierarchical structure, but how each
element is derived from previous elements.
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